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3000-VFBR-C WORKING

Bottom hinged inlet
This bottom hinged inlet is made to guide air over the inner flap upwards into the house. This inlet is perfectly 

suitable for colder climates where air is not meant to be directed towards the animals, even during maximum 

ventilation.

Straight inner flap
This inlet is equipped with a straight inner flap. Straight flaps guide air in a straight upwards or horizontal 

direction, never downwards. This is ideal for houses where air should not be directed directly towards or over the 

animals during maximum ventilation.

Making adjustments
By using the nylon bolt and nut small adjustments can be made to make sure all inlets are closing and opening 

correctly. The nylon cable clamp and cord can also be used to make small adjustments.

Working with end-weights or springs
We offer two products which can be used to keep tension on the main cable. A PVC cylinder which can be filled with concrete or sand to act as end-weight, or a spring that holds 

tension on the cable.

Balanced set-up
When placing the motor winch or actuator we normally suggest to divide the inlets in two groups. It is preferable to place the winch or actuator in the middle to equally divide the 

forces on the main cable.

(see ventilation concepts page for an example)

Use of closing catches
The closing catch on the inlet can be used to permanently close inlets for example during pre-heating. The closing catches can also be used to close certain inlets while continuing 

to use others. In that case the used inlets can be opened a bit further. In colder climates this can help to offer better resistance to freezing effects.
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3000-VFBR-C MOUNTING

Mounting points

Mounting type Wall

Mounting hole size 877 mm x 393 mm
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All sizes are in MM
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Arm position : 2TPI-307TPI-421TPI-204C
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TPI-204c Connection set

TPI-307 Closing catch + spring

TPI-421 Pulley unit

TPI-103 Wire mesh

ACCESSORIES 

Model  10 Pa 20 Pa 40 Pa

3000-VFBR-C  2900  4100  5800

CAPACITY

Capacity in m3/hour at a static pressure of:

Run  46 cm / 18.1 inch

Force  2 kg / 19.6 Newton

Number / pallet (1.30 x 1.00 x 2.50 m)  42

Weight  / per inlet  4,2 kg / 9,24 Lbs

Volume  / per box  21
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Equipped with a bottom hinged and straight inner valve we 

make sure the air is not guided downwards to the animals 

during maximum ventilation. The inner valve and house of 

this inlet are equipped with seals all around to prevent air 

leakage. Curved inner corners in the house make for a better 

air flow. The combination of materials and air seals help to 

make this inlet perfectly suitable for use in extremely low 

temperatures.


